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Delivering the ’D’ in transit-oriented development: Examining the town planning

challenge
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Abstract: ispaper examines the extent towhichdifferent townplanning approaches succeed in implementing transit-orienteddevelopment
(TOD). Of particular interest is the articulation of town planning policy through to implementation of development change on land around
railway stations. A series of investigations include policy analysis and developmentmapping using Perth,WesternAustralia, as a case study. is
research found that development change has been slow despite long policy lead times, and implementation has been inconsistent and patchy.
Development planning for TOD has faltered, especially in relation to station precincts on new railways. Where development change has
occurred, the greatest success has been through the use of public development agencies rather than through conventional planning approaches.
Significant action in town planning is needed if development is to be delivered to a greater number of station precincts across themetropolitan
area.
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1 Introduction

Transit-oriented development (TOD) provides a central fo-
cus where land-use planning and transport planning would be
expected to strongly interact. TOD is a development strat-
egy being pursued in many city-regions worldwide. Typi-
cally TOD involves creating medium/high density areas of
mixed landuse concentratedwithin an800-meterwalkingdis-
tance of significant transit stops (Evans et al. 2007). TOD
aims to reduce car-based travel by offering alternative trans-
port choices in the form of public transport, walking, and cy-
cling. On this basis, it is argued thatTODprovides amore en-
vironmentally sustainable form of urban development by re-
ducing the need to travel as well as facilitating a modal shi
away from the car among TOD-based residents. TOD aims
to strengthen the integration between public transport sys-
tems and urban development by creating places in which pub-
lic transport is readily accessible for many activities.

ere is some convergence in TOD policy approaches in-
ternationally (Curtis et al. 2009). In particular, TOD has
been taken up in US cities as a way of counteracting sprawl,
with light and heavy rail the preferred transit technologies
(Cervero (1998); Bernick and Cervero (1997); Dittmar and
Ohland (2004); Dunphy et al. (2005)). In Australia, national
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policy seeks “land use transport integration” as a means of
achieving sustainable travel outcomes (Department of Trans-
port and Regional Services 2003). TOD is seen as a principle
means of achieving this integration, and, as such, has been em-
braced in most Australian metropolitan strategies (Gleeson
et al. 2004), including Adelaide, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Mel-
bourne, Perth, and Sydney. In the UK, attempts to link devel-
opment more closely to public transport and to close an insti-
tutional gap between land-use and transport planning have a
long history. Current policy seeks to ensure “that new devel-
opment is located where everyone can access services or facili-
ties on foot, bicycle or public transport” (Office of theDeputy
Prime Minister 2005).

ere is a keen interest in a more coordinated approach
to growth management to achieve a more sustainable urban
form. In practice there are two situations, oen occurring
within the same city, that present distinct challenges for im-
plementing TOD. e first situation is where new urban
growth can be framed around TOD; the second is where es-
tablished urban areas can be restructured to enhance TOD.
In either of these situations a strategic planning framework
and statutory planning base that requires development at the
necessary intensity of use is essential to the success of TOD
(Newman (2009); Cervero (2005)). is is clearly the case in
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a wide range of case studies of TOD implementation around
the world (Curtis et al. 2009).

Research examining specific difficulties in implementing
TOD is predominantly US-focused and concludes that im-
plementation of the TOD concept has been patchy spatially
(Dittmar and Ohland (2004); Dunphy et al. (2005); Renne
(2005); Boarnet and Compin (1999)). A number of policy
implementation issues around town planning and TOD re-
late to the town planning challenge. Belzar et al. (2004) and
Renne (2005) argue that a good land-use plan will provide de-
velopers with certainty and therefore encourage development
implementation. Cervero (2005) contends that the presence
of a bad land-use plan or inflexible planning standards will
be counterproductive. ere is also a need to recognize that
few cities start with a “blank slate.” Existing land-use patterns
may make TOD difficult, particularly where land parcels are
in fragmented ownership (Boarnet and Compin 1999).

e capacity of local and regional government to imple-
ment policy and invest in transport decisions has emerged
as an important issue for transport policy in urban areas
(EMCT/OECD [European Conference of Transport Min-
isters and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment] 2003). In many western European countries, the
United States, and Australia, the trend has been to devolve
decision making and resources to the local level. Given this
direction, it is important to examine the way in which pub-
lic agencies are performing. Breheny et al. (1996) suggest the
need to consider the influence of policy on decision making
and the difficulties encountered in implementation. ere is
considerable interest in the difficulties associated with pol-
icy implementation both in relation to transport policy and
specifically in relation toTOD. In relation to transport, Banis-
ter (2005) highlights the substantial difference between trans-
port policy intentions and policy outcomes and identifies six
barriers to implementation: resource, institutional and policy,
social and cultural, legal, “side effects” (effects of one action
reduce the outcome of another action), and physical barriers
in the transport. In this research paper the focus is on exam-
ining institutional and policy barriers. Reitveld and Stough
(2005) argue that one of the primary barriers to the delivery
of sustainable transport is the institutional barrier. Such bar-
riers can either reduce the potential of delivery or make it im-
possible to achieve (Banister 2005). North (1990) identifies
the need to understand the rules and rule structures that guide
action and the organizations as agents of those rules and the
way in which they act. An analysis of the institutional barri-
ers can provide for an exploration of the interactions between
different levels of public sector policy, for it is here that the in-

ability of one jurisdiction of government to affect the action of
another presents a specific barrier (Ubbels andVerhoef 2005).

e fragmentation and complexity of institutional envi-
ronments can be a problem compounding implementation
(Bajracharya and Khan 2005). To implement TOD requires
strong integration and coordination between different public
planning agencies. Strategic transport planners need to deter-
mine a public transport network that connects activity centers
within the city in order to maximize public transport accessi-
bility for travellers. Public transport planners need to devise a
service pattern and frequency that enables people’s daily activ-
ities to be served by public transport. Highway planners have
a role in designing street networks that facilitate multi-modal
access to andwithin transit precincts. Townplannersmust rise
to the challenge by identifying, at a metropolitan level, which
activity centers should be designed around public transport
accessibility, so that they both support public transport pa-
tronage and maximize the network of opportunities to pur-
sue daily activities. Town planners also have a role at a transit
precinct level in ensuring that higher-density residential de-
velopment and higher-intensity non-residential development
is planned for, facilitated, and implemented. At the urban de-
sign level, town plannersmust pay attention to building orien-
tation for accessibility and building design on its contribution
to the street/place. Added to this there is a critical role for
market actors and the relationship between land-use planners
and the property market and developers.

2 A conceptual framework for TOD policy

implementation

Barrett and Fudge (1981) provide the early insights into the
issues of implementation. ey conceptualize policy imple-
mentation as “putting policy into effect” (pg. 4) describing the
problem as one where “governments ...appear adept at making
statements of intention, but what happens on the ground of-
ten falls way short of the original aspirations” (pg. 3). ey
contend that rather than this being the result of an unsuitable
“bureaucratic structure” (pg. 4), implementation depends on
knowledge of what to do, the availability of resources and the
ability to marshal and control those resources, and on good
communication (pg. 13). Bramley and Kirk (2005) more re-
cent work emphasises the importance of understanding con-
text. ey suggest that when assessing the implementation
of plans, the institutional context and the available planning
tools must be considered together with the context in which
the policy was formulated.
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Two key theoretical frameworks for implementation are
discussed in the literature (Barrett and Fudge (1981); En-
nis (1997); Faludi (2004); Albrechts (2004); Altes (2006)):
the concepts of “conformance” (termed compliance byBarrett
and Fudge) and “performance” (referred to as a process of ne-
gotiation, or action and response by Barrett and Fudge). Con-
formance has its focus on assessing howwell the plan is imple-
mented in relation to the original intention. is is based on
the assumption that the plan is the blueprint for the preferred
solution and that any problems involved in the implementa-
tion of the plan arise because of conflicts in the hierarchical
structure (managerial or organizational) of planning agencies.
Performance, on the other hand, takes into consideration two
key factors–stakeholders and time–and the relationship be-
tween the two. e first factor, then, recognizes that there are
multiple stakeholders in the planning process and each may
be at a different stage in the implementation process. Each
stakeholder may also apply different measures to assess suc-
cess of implementation. e second factor relates to stages in
implementation, drawing a distinction between formulation
and implementation, althoughHull et al. (2007) comment on
the difficulties of actually distinguishing such a stage. Recog-
nizing the impact of time is important, since the knowledge
available at the time the plan is implemented may be differ-
ent from that available when the plan was formulated (par-
ticularly where implementation continues long aer formula-
tion). is latter factor is further impactedwhere stakeholders
change over time.

Drawing on the above understanding of implementation,
this author contends that rather than being alternative view-
points, the concepts of conformance and performance are
complementary. It is possible to ask, first, how well the pol-
icy has been implemented, thereby considering conformance.
Next, performance can be assessed by considering if there
should be differingmeasures of successful implementation de-
pending on other criteria such as place, time, and the inter-
action with other stakeholders. is is the approach taken
in this paper, asking: 1) Has state TOD policy been im-
plemented a) through translation from state to local policy
and b) through development change; 2) should implementa-
tion success bemeasured differently by a) place (which station
precincts should be TODs), b) time (taking into account the
age of state and local policies, and c) stakeholders (how town
planning implementation has related to the actions of trans-
port planners in building railway infrastructure).

3 Research approach

is research employs a case study approach, using Perth, Aus-
tralia, as the case. e case is appropriate because Perth has
been one of the most deliberate attempts worldwide to move
from car-dependent development patterns to transit-oriented
development. Furthermore, Perth has a long-standing TOD
policy, first introduced in 1988, and it would be reasonable to
assess implementation given this timescale. In addition, there
have been three different town planning approaches to imple-
ment TOD: 1) conventional town planning process whereby
state policy is translated to local policy and implementation
depends upon private sector developer action; 2) redevelop-
ment authorities (RDAs) where the conventional town plan-
ning process is suspended; and 3) state as developer operating
a quasi-RDA model. is paper examines the extent to which
these different approaches succeed in implementing TOD. A
series of research investigations are made:

1. A policy content analysis examines the articulation of
state planning policies for TOD to the local government
level. Implementation of local policy is then assessed by
examining the extent of “on the ground” development
around all metropolitan station precincts.

2. Amapping analysis ismade of land-use in 2007 in Perth’s
68 station precincts. is is supplementedwith informa-
tion about residential and employee population in each
precinct. is provides an examination of the imple-
mentation of town planning schemes by development
change.

3. An assessment is made of which town planning ap-
proaches are most effective in implementing TOD pol-
icy, comparing the conventional state-local town plan-
ning approachwith the state-leddevelopment agency ap-
proaches.

4. e relationship between town planning action and
transport infrastructure implementation is considered.

As noted above, implementing TOD requires the actions
of many public agencies, both land-use planning and pub-
lic transport. e role of market actors (property mar-
ket/developers) and the local community are also key factors
for successful implementation of TOD. It is not the intention
of this paper, however, to examine all actors; instead this pa-
per plays a deliberate role in examining one dimension–town
planners. ere is a need to provide an in-depth critique of
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the contribution of town planning to TOD. Rigorous moni-
toring of the implementation of town planning policy is rarely
undertaken and the findings will show that changes to town
planning practice are needed if effective and timely implemen-
tation is to occur.

4 Planning policy for TOD: Perth, Western

Australia

State planning policies requiring TOD around metropolitan
railway stations are longstanding. In 1988 the state planning
agency began explicitly to direct land-use decisions around
railway station precincts. is town planning action coin-
cided with a series of major transport infrastructure changes
that began in the 1980s and have continued since then. ree
key ingredients in the TOD strategy are in place: the public
transport network, the public transport service, and the strate-
gic planning policy for TOD (Table 1).

It is evident that there is and has been a strong suite of state
government policies demonstrating clear intent for develop-
ment around the metropolitan railway stations. is is not
only found in the specific development control policy but also
reinforced by reference to a wide range of other state policy
documents¹ that focused on a sustainable future. e devel-
opment control policy provides a means to articulate these
higher-order strategies into action through control of devel-
opment.

4.1 Implementation mechanisms

e state planning agency expects implementation of the
TOD policy to be achieved by requiring local governments
to provide for such opportunities within a town planning
scheme (TPS). is expectation is one of conformance. e
state planning agency is able to exercise control given its au-
thority to recommend approval of the TPS to the state minis-
ter for planning. emechanisms of state policy implementa-
tion are as follows. State planning legislation requires each lo-
cal government to produce a statutory TPS for its entire area.
e content of the TPS is dictated by a state planning agency
guide, the Model Scheme Text (State Government of Western
Australia 1999). A TPS includes a set of policies that will be
used to determine applications for planning permission and
building approval. In addition, a land-use zoning map and ac-

¹ e State Sustainability Strategy (Government of Western Australia
2003); a new metropolitan planning strategy (WAPC 2004); a statutory
policy, Statement of Planning Policy 3 Urban Growth and Settlements
(WAPC 2006b).

companying zoning table set out the type of land use and its
residential density in specified locations. e TPS is required
to conform to state planning policy, is checked for compliance
and consistency by this state agency, and signed off on by the
state minister for planning. A further mechanism for imple-
mentation is provided through the decision process for subdi-
vision of land. In this case it is the state planning agency that
assesses subdivision applications which are then determined
by the Western Australian Planning Commission and minis-
ter. is structure provides strong vertical linkages for policy
articulation and decisions.

In addition to the state’s strong control over each local
government’s TPS and subdivision of land, it can influence
the nature of development through its own land develop-
ment agency, LandCorp, and theDepartment ofHousing and
Works (responsible for public housing). Further provision to
facilitate development takes the form of area-specific redevel-
opment agencies (RDAs). In 2001 the amalgamation of state
transport and planning agencies into one super-agency added
a further capacity for the ability to integrate land use and
transport. In 2001, aer the election of the state Labor gov-
ernment the Department of Transport, the Ministry for Plan-
ning, andMainRoadsWesternAustralia (MRWA)were amal-
gamated into the Department of Planning and Infrastructure
(DPI). is new institutional arrangement required that they
report to one minister under the banner of Planning and In-
frastructure (Gleeson et al. 2003), pg. 217. In theory, this in-
stitutional change was to have generated better coordination
between planning and transport infrastructure decisions and
therefore better integration. In July 2009, aer a change in
government in 2008, the transport and town planning func-
tions of state have again been separated.

5 Findings

5.1 Implementation: Local planning policy intentions

e core planning considerations indicated in state planning
policy which would deliver TOD are density and intensity of
land use. Local TPS zoning maps for each station precinct
were analyzed during 2007 to assess the extent of conformance
with state policy. Assessing conformance is not a straightfor-
ward task. First, a decision to compare the net or gross resi-
dential density with the state density requirement is needed.
In this case net density (number of zoned dwellings by area of
residential land parcel) rather than gross density (number of
zoned dwellings by total area of station precinct) was applied
given the potential for the station precinct to have uses other
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Table 1: e Perth TOD elements

than residential. erefore, the assessment made is whether
the land zoned residential is being utilized to full density po-
tential. e second issue in assessing conformance is decid-
ing which state TOD policy to measure against as many TPSs
have not been fully updated for years. Some TPSs were writ-
ten much earlier than the latest state policy (2005) and in
some cases prior to the first state TODpolicy in 1988; this de-
spite a requirement for local planning schemes to be updated
every five years. Just over half of the station precincts con-
formed to the 2005 policy (36 out of 68). Given the longevity
of state policy interest in TOD, this is cause for concern.

By taking the gazettal date of the TPS (the date at which a
completely new scheme is written, replacing in entirety a prior
scheme), which represents the local authorities’ current pol-
icy position with regards to TOD, it is possible to compare
the density policy against the relevant state policy of the time

(Figure 1). Across the four state policy periods, TPS confor-
mance has been variable, 30 percent of stations precincts were
in conformance in period one (no state policy), increasing to
44 percent in period two. ere was a reduction in confor-
mance in period three (35 percent of precincts conformed to
zoning policy); the 1999 state TOD policy did not prescribe
actual densities. e majority of planning schemes cover this
period, giving this lack of conformance greater impact on im-
plementation outcomes. e final policy period shows that all
of station precincts conformed to the 2005 state TOD policy.
It should be noted, however, that while this policy specifies
a density, it is lower than in the 1988 policy (see Table 1 for
details).

An in-depth analysis of implementation performance must
take into account awider rangeof issues. Akey issue iswhether
or not all station precincts should necessarily be TODs. State
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Figure 1: Station precincts that complied with state TOD density policy applicable at the time of gazettal of planning scheme

TOD policy provides no guidance on this; instead the pol-
icy is applied to all stations regardless of their place and func-
tion within the region. e policy requires higher than base-
line densities where service frequencies are 15 minutes or less,
but railway lines run at this frequency during peak periods, so
this would suggest that all stations must be TODs. Turning
to other state policies for guidance enables some indirect as-
sessment of which station precincts could reasonably be ex-
pected to be TODs. e Metropolitan Centers Policy (De-
partment of Planning and Urban Development 1991) desig-
nated five strategic regional centers. e policy promotes the
need for good public transport accessibility to these centers
but only designated retail floor space caps; it was silent on res-
idential density. Only three of the five centers conform to the
TOD policy density. e 1991 Metropolitan Centers Pol-
icy was superseded by a new Activity Centers Policy (Gov-
ernment of Western Australia, 2010) and may give potential
guidance on which precincts should be TODs (although the
2005 state TOD policy has not been rescinded). A hierar-
chy of 99 centers is established which includes classification of
strategic, secondary anddistrict centers. Of significance is that
minimum residential density levels are set ranging from 20-
30 dwellings per “gross” hectare depending on type of center.
e definition of gross density differs from previous defini-
tions. It is defined as residential land zoned, not including land
for parks, public purpose and transport corridors–effectively
a net density figure. Added to this explanation is a note that
“net” densitieswould be likely to be two to three times higher–
effectively a site density or residential footprint. is new pol-
icy applies to 36 of the 68 station precincts in Perth, and these

will be expected to deliver higher densities than those indi-
cated in the 2005 state TOD policy. e implementation of
the Activity Centers Policy will require amendment of TPSs.
Figure 2 shows the 36 station precincts that are now desig-
nated in the 2010ActivityCenters Policy and indicates which
precincts have densities conforming to this policy. At the low-
est level of the hierarchy 13 out of 16 of the precincts conform.
At the other two levels fewer precincts conform, highlighting
the need for expedited amendment of TPSs.

e analysis thus far has focused on implementation by
state and local governments following the conventional plan-
ning approach. As with international planning practice, al-
ternative public sector planning models have been adopted in
Perth including the use of RDAs² and public sector develop-
ment agencies. Have these alternative models delivered any
greater implementation success? Four precincts fall under the
RDAjurisdiction; in all but one case density zoningshave con-
formed to state TODpolicy. At Subiaco (Figure 3), for exam-
ple, the railway line was placed underground in 1998. is
released new land that, coupled with adjoining vacant indus-
trial land, saw an additional 1,000 dwellings units and 70,000
square meters of commercial floor space developed by 2005
(Howe et al. 2009). As an alternative to the RDA model,
Western Australia has also employed a public sector devel-
oper to lead development change in two precincts: North Fre-
mantle and Cockburn (Figure 4). At the former site, four
hectares of land is being redeveloped for 500 apartments that

² e state government has powers to establish a redevelopment author-
ity in a designated area. In such places, local planning powers are suspended
with the state government playing a greater role in both planning policy and
in directly facilitating development.
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Figure 2: Station precincts that are 2010 designated activity centers and comply with minimum density for activity center

will house 1,000 residents, and, at the latter, 12 hectares of
land is being developed for 1,000 dwelling units and civic uses
(Mouritz and Ainsworth 2009). Development had only just
commenced at the time of the audit.

How effective has the implementation of TODpolicy been
where new railways have opened in Perth? is provides a
measure of implementation performance considering the rela-
tionship with stakeholders, in this case the transport agency.
A disappointing picture emerges (Figure 5). Eight stations on
northern suburbs railway that opened in 1993 are governed
by two different TPSs: one was gazetted eight years before
the railway opened (and prior to the first state TOD policy),
yet net densities conform; in the other TPS, gazetted aer
the 2005 state TOD policy, only one of the station precincts
conforms. For the other new railway lines, no forward land-
use planning has taken place with the exception of one station
precinct (Canning Bridge). Given the level of investment re-
quired to build new infrastructure and the long lead times for
transport infrastructure planning, timely land-use planning
has not occurred and the infrastructure has not been capital-
ized on in this way.

Assessing implementation of the mixed-use requirements
of state TODpolicy is not possible. ere is no density equiv-
alent for land zoned for employment purposes. is has impli-
cations for theway inwhich local governmentmay implement
high intensity employment in station precincts and for the
ability of state government tomonitor conformance to its pol-
icy. A study of non-residential land-use change at three new
station precincts sited on the new southern suburbs railway
found that not all non-residential land uses were compatible

with TOD principles, and comprised uses with five or fewer
employees (Curtis and Mellor 2011). e study also found
that, despite town planners being fully aware of the new rail-
way proposal, the TPS did little to facilitate appropriate non-
residential development.

5.2 Implementation: On the ground development change

ere is some evidence of translationof the 20-year stateTOD
policy into local TPSs. e second stage of this research as-
sesses the extent of development change on the ground. ere
is, on average, eight to ten years of lead timebetweenpolicy de-
velopment and development completion.³ An analysis of the
station precincts provides a snapshot of development in 2007
(Figures 7 and 8) using data for land use within precincts and
census data for population and employment from the Aus-
tralian Bureau for Statistics 2001. e size of the pie (800-
meter potential walking catchment) is shown to scale in order
to demonstrate the potential impact all stations could have in
providing a walk-on patronage as envisaged by the TOD con-
cept. Large parts of the metropolitan area are beyond walking
distance of a railway station. It is particularly important, there-
fore, to maximize the land-use intensity and mix around each
station precinct both tomaximize the access opportunities for
residents and employees and to support public transport.

³ See Headicar (2003) citing research carried out by this author and a
team in the UK. is holds true in Australia–in 2000 an Enquiry by De-
sign for Claremont (WAPC 2001) started a process of planning for the de-
velopment of mixed-use higher-density development adjacent to a railway
station. e development was opened for business in 2011.
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Figure 3: Subiaco Station precinct developed using anRDAmodel (station in background center, mixed use residential, retail, cafes
shown)

Within each station precinct, land use is depicted as the
proportion of land for residential, employment and “other”
uses (public open space, for example). Up to one-third of all
precincts are underutilized from a development intensity per-
spective. e residential net density is indicated using three
categories: low (less than 10 dwellings per hectare), medium
(between 10 and 15 dwellings per hectare), and high (greater
than 15 dwellings per hectare). e latter category, although
low by European standards, represented the highest density
levels attained outside the Perth central area at that time. It
falls short of the 25 dwelling per hectare (du/ha) indicated in
the 2005 state TOD policy. Of the seven precincts developed
at higher densities, only three were outside the Perth central
area, and these are sited on the original suburban railway lines.
e majority of precincts were developed at low densities (see
Figure 7). ere is a clear density gradient–highest densities
are close to the Perth central area, and the lowest in outer sub-
urbs. e analysis using gross density showed a poorer result:

84 percent of station precincts had a density of less than 10
du/ha and only one station achieved a density greater than 15
du/ha (Maylands, an inner suburb precinct, at 18 du/ha). Im-
plementation measured by conformance has been very inef-
fective.

Since the 1970s, the state has promoted a planning policy
for the development of regional centers at the ends of each
railway. e planning rationale was that these regional cen-
ters would provide a counterbalance to Perth’s center business
district (CBD) for employment. Employment use (Figures
7 and 8) includes a measure for intensity of employment us-
ing worker floor space density: low-intensity uses (employ-
ing equal to or less than one person per 150 square meters)
and high-intensity uses (employing more than 1 person per
150 square meters). Only thirteen station precincts outside
the Perth central area contain employment use, and only two
of these are developed at the higher work floor space density.
Out of the five regional centers at the ends of the railway,
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Figure 4: Cockburn Central Station precinct developed using a public sector development agency model (station, bus interchange
and car park in background right, apartments under construction, le)

Figure 5: Station precincts on new railway lines that comply with state TOD policy for residential density
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Figure 6: Bayswater Station precinct governed by a conventional planning model (station to the right, off picture)

only one implements the employment policy, but only at low-
intensity worker floor space.

ere would appear to be some evidence that station
precincts governed by local planning schemes gazetted in the
ten-year period aer the 1988 state TOD policy have trans-
lated to the delivery of higher-density precincts: 30 percent
of precincts are medium density compared to only 13 percent
post-1998 (see Figure 9).

e state government objective of planning to support pub-
lic transit use must be considered in an international context.
Calthorpe (see Bressi (1994)) recommends a gross density of
40 du/ha (this figure in addition to commercial uses within
the precinct) as necessary to support public transport. Others
have used a level of service specification for public transport
to determine minimum residential densities required to sup-
port a particular service frequency (Table 2). Perth’s station
precincts fall considerably short of all of these benchmarks
(see Figure 10).

Newman and Kenworthy (2006) contend that for a sta-
tion precinct to capitalize on its public transport accessibility
and also offer the best efficiency for supporting public trans-

port, a threshold of 10,000 employees and/or residents should
be based in the station precinct. None of Perth’s stations
reach this figure for residents alone; only five stations meet
this benchmark on employees alone. e maximum number
of dwellings in any one precinct was 3,645, the minimum 35,
and the mean 1,237. e number of residents living in station
precincts ranged between 18 and 5,995. e number of em-
ployees based within each precinct ranged between zero and
59,012, with the mean at 4,118. ree-quarters of all stations
had fewer than 2,335 employees. e combination of resi-
dents and employees puts only eight of the 68 stations within
this benchmark; all are basedwithin the inner suburbs (Figure
11).

6 Discussion

is research is concerned with the question of whether the
planning system can implement the “D” in TOD–the devel-
opment dimension. It is shown that there is clear national and
state support for the broad principles of TOD. e state gov-
ernments have also embarked on an ambitious railway infras-
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Employment Density <1 employee per 150m2
All Other Landuses

Outer Metropolitan Railway Stations - 800m Catchment

Actual Residential Density <10 net du/ha
Actual Residential Density 10 - 15 net du/ha
Actual Residential Density >15 net du/ha
Employment Density <1 employee per 150m2
Employment Density <1 employee per 150m2
All Other Landuses
Railway Line

Figure 7: Metropolitan station precincts: Actual land uses at 2007 (net density shown)

tructure development programme since the early 1980s. A
long-standing development control policy for TOD started
in 1988. is policy is implemented through local TPSs.
ese in turn are intended to facilitate development in sta-
tion precincts. e state TOD policy requires higher residen-
tial densities and higher-intensity employment uses in all of
Perth’s 68 station precincts. Planning powers of state govern-
ment in Western Australia are strong, yet there is limited ev-
idence of their application in relation to implementation of

TOD policy. Despite a 20-year policy, only one-third of sta-
tion precincts are governed by planning schemes that conform
to state density zonings. Revisions of state policy over time
have seen a shi from clear density prescription to a period
where density was ill-defined. Where poorly defined policy is
produced it is not easy to measure conformance. Even in the
periods where state TOD policy has been prescriptive, there
are a number of local planning schemes that have not con-
formed to state policy. is is a puzzle given that state has the
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Figure 8: Metropolitan station precincts, Perth CBD inset, actual land use (net density shown)

power to assess compliance of each TPS. Only in the last five
years has the state TOD policy become more clearly articu-
lated. ere is evidence that this has been translated into the
most recent TPSs. Further research is needed to understand
the effectiveness and rigour of the state assessment processes
for TPS and issues for local government in expediting their
TPS review.

e relationship of other state planning policies to the state
TOD policy has been examined. It is evident that policies

specifying the status and land-use mix at activity centers have
been in conflict with the state TOD policy. For example, in
some periods they have promoted differing density require-
ments. e latest revision to state policy (Activity Centers
2010) designates just over half of all station precincts as some
form of activity center where mixed-use and higher-density
residential development is directed.

It is evident that only limited implementation, measured
by development change, has occurred. Only seven of the 68
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Figure 9: Gazettal date of scheme by actual net residential density category station precincts: Residential development at 2007

Figure 10: Gross residential density–Perth railway stations compared toCalthorpe benchmark (shown as 40 dwellings per hectare)

precincts had higher residential density development and all
were in or close to the inner city. Many precincts are under-
utilized as regards development intensity. Where precincts do
have conforming TPS-zoned residential densities, the plan-

ning regulationhas not stipulated that thesemust be complied
with. e developer has been at liberty to develop residential
land at densities lower than the given zoning.



       .

Table 2: e relationship between density and service frequency

Figure 11: Numbers of residents and employees in stationprecincts at 2001–onlynine stationprecinctsmeet or exceed theNewman
10,000 rule (data is ABS 2001 Census)

While the conventional planning approach has delivered
limited success, other models of implementation have offered
a solution. Where RDAs have been established, TOD policy
implementation has been effective. However, these interven-
tions are few compared to the total number of precincts, and
this limits the impact of TOD policy across the metropolitan
area. Using anRDAmodel also limits the potential to develop
local planning capacity. Where an RDA model is used, the
agency acts as developer and the local government and com-
munity are removed from the planning process. Further re-
search is needed in order to understand the interplay between
the local government, propertymarket, development industry
and community in relation to the implementation of TOD
using the conventional planning approach.

e research has shown that the government is not entirely
without capacity to implement TOD, yet the effect on urban
development by 2007–aer a policy running more than 20
years–has been modest and patchy. ere is a significant im-
plementation gap. ere are important lessons for future plan-
ning forTOD. Itwould appear that action is necessary by state
and local town planners and public transport planners. At the
state level, the most recent 2005 TOD policy is prescriptive,
but there is ambiguity about density definitions and conflicts
with the new 2010 Activity Centers Policy. e introduction
of minimum density standards will need to be monitored to
see if this results in implementation or whether other incen-
tives will be needed for the development industry to partici-
pate. Other state jurisdictions suggest offering incentives (see,
for example, the 2002California Statewide TOD study, (Cal-
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ifornia Department of Transportation 2002)). State regula-
tion and processes provide for TPS to conform to state policy.
A key problem appears in the number of schemes that have
not been fully replaced for many years. e regulation envis-
ages schemes be fully updated every five years; by ensuring this
is done, content related to TOD precincts could be fully as-
sessed.

e building of new railways and station precincts has of-
fered a new opportunity to implement TOD policy. It is ev-
ident, however, that TPSs are not updated ahead of railway
opening–a case of planners not planning ahead! ere has
been an ambiguity between railway planners and town plan-
ners about the function of some station precincts. e ap-
proach for new railways in Perth has been to focus on sta-
tions as transit interchanges whereby large car-based catch-
ments can be drawn on rather than walking catchments (see
Curtis (2008) for details). Collaboration is needed between
public transport planners and state town planners in order to
consider the role and function of each precinct. ere appears
to be a serious shortcoming in the planning process that re-
quires further research.

e empirical evidence clearly identifies an implementation
gap but does not research the reasons for that gap. ere are
a number of possible explanations drawn from the author’s
own experience of planning practice and research within the
region. A further research agenda should examine:

• Why some local governments have not amended their
TPSs to conform with state policy;

• Why development has not taken place in station
precincts. Does this reflect a lack of interest by the devel-
opment industry or unwillingness by local government
to enforce policy, perhaps reflecting community opposi-
tion to development change?

• How else can the state support implementation of TOD
beyond its policy mandate for TOD and the use of
RDAs?

– Would local governments benefit from the provi-
sion of a model scheme text or design guidelines
for station precincts?

– What competencies and skills exist for TOD im-
plementation?

– Would collaborativeworkingbetween state and lo-
cal planners on station precinct site planning assist
(assuming resources are scarce for local planners)?

– What incentives and disincentives may be needed
to ensure development takes place in station
precincts? ese might include, for example, re-
mediation of brown field sites and provision of
other infrastructure.
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